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Context & research question

Source: www.zzoomit.com

Source: www.teslarati.com

I Revenue streams:
I Price arbitrage (e.g., in DAM)
I Ancillary services (e.g., operating reserves).

I Complex bid problem for owners of large, price-making energy
storage systems:

I Capacity constrained (MW), as for conventional generation;
I Energy constrained (MWh), which results in inter-temporal and

inter-service constraints.

I Research question: formally describe the bid problem of a strategic,
price-making ESS owner, considering

I the trade-off between price arbitrage in the DAM & offering
operating reserves;

I the impact the ESS owner’s strategy on the DAM, reserve capacity
and balancing prices.
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Literature review & contribution (1/2)

I In a market context (i.e., MCP/MPEC/EPEC models):
I price-taking vs. price-making energy storage owners;
I energy-only market vs. joint energy-reserve market vs. joint energy-reserve-balancing markets;

Based on: E. Nasrolahpour et al., A bilevel model for participation of a storage system in energy and reserve
markets, IEEE Trans. Sustain. Energy, vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 582–598, 2018.

I Idea: Scenarios in balancing market
must ensure profitability & feasibility of
ESS-based operating reserves;

Nasrolahpour et al. (2018):
I Feasibility of deploying operating

reserve not guaranteed due to high
computational cost;

I Decoupled price formation reserve and
balancing markets;

I In a system-analysis context (i.e., unit commitment/economic dispatch models), we developed:
I Probabilistic reserve constraints, considering reserve activation costs in a deterministic model;
I Inter-temporal and inter-service constraints via worst-case reserve activation constraints.
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Literature review & contribution (2/2)

I In a market context (i.e., MCP/MPEC/EPEC models):
I price-taking vs. price-making energy storage owners;
I energy-only market vs. joint energy-reserve market vs. joint energy-reserve-balancing markets;

I In a system-analysis context (i.e., unit commitment/economic dispatch models), we developed:
I Probabilistic reserve constraints, considering reserve activation costs in a deterministic model

→ balancing market → optimal ESS-based reserve provision;
I Inter-temporal and inter-service constraints via worst-case reserve activation constraints

→ feasibility of deploying offered ESS-based reserves.

I Contribution: optimal bidding strategies for price-making energy storage owners
I A tractable joint energy-reserve-balancing market model;
I Explicit inter-temporal and inter-service constraints, ensuring the availability of scheduled ESS-based

operating reserves and feasibility of the dispatch schedule.
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Methodology – a bilevel optimization problem

I The ESS owner
maximizes the E[profit]
from the joint
energy-reserve-balancing
market (UL);

I Strategic positions via
bids, based on ESS
owner’s expectation on
the market clearing
outcomes (LL);

I MO minimizes electricity
generation cost (DAM),
the reserve procurement
cost and the expected
reserve activation cost.
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Methodology – representing possible balancing market outcomes

I Balancing market component in MO’s objective function:∑
l∈L
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Methodology – ensuring the feasibility of real-time ESS reserve deployment

I Additional lower level constraints:
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I vt is the state-of-charge of the ESS;

I edt and ect determine the (dis)charge schedule resulting from the DA energy market;

I uc
t∗ , ud

t∗ , d c
t∗ , dd

t∗ are the scheduled ESS-based reserve capacities.
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Methodological illustration (1/3)

(a) Day-ahead energy market outcome,
respects merit order;

(b) Day-ahead reserve market outcome,
based on reserve procurement costs;

I Note ESS only offers upward
reserves, as downward reserves
provided by conventional generation
result in cost savings (‘negative
prices’);

I Upward ESS-based reserves
constrained by worst-case activation
constraints (see next slides).
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Methodological illustration (2/3)

(c) Energy (e), downward reserve
procurement (dr) and upward
reserve procurement (ur) prices.

I Upward procurement price set by
G4: most expensive generator,
always headroom, lowest
procurement cost.

I Energy prices may be distinctly
different from average generation
cost of marginal generator → result
of inter-market & inter-temporal
trade-offs.

(d) Balancing market prices, separated
by reserve level.

I Downward balancing prices are
always negative (cost savings),
upward balancing prices affected by
strategic position ESS-owner. 8/11



Methodological illustration (3/3)

(e) State-of-charge (blue) and virtual
lower state-of-charge limit (dashed,
red), accounting for possible
activation of upward ESS-based
reserves.
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Conclusion & future work

In this paper. . .

I Bilevel optimization problem to study the participation of a strategic price-making ESS owner in
(1) DA energy-reserve capacity and (2) RT balancing markets;

I Ensures the feasibility of the real-time activation ESS-based reserves;

I Explicitly considers the uncertainty on the balancing market outcome through probabilistic reserve
constraints.

Future work may entail . . .

I Other bid structures, competition instead of single price-making ESS owner;

I Expand to aggregations of distributed storage;

I Stochastic DA reserve & energy markets;

I Financial risk of non-delivery of contracted reserves and associated risk instead of robust approach;

I ‘Virtual’ reserve capacity offers.
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